Committee on Civil Law and Procedure

Will meet at: 10:00 am  Date: Tuesday, April 3, 2012

Location: Committee Room 4

Remarks:

**HB 274** FOIL  **PROPERTY/EXPROPRIATION** Provides relative to expropriation

**HB 361** PONTI  **NOTARIES** Provides relative to notaries

**HB 400** FOIL  **CIVIL/PROCEDURE** Provides relative to consolidation for trial

**HB 404** EDWARDS  **INSURANCE/AUTOMOBILE** Provides for joint liability for damages caused by an excluded driver

**HB 612** EDWARDS  **MALPRACTICE/MEDICAL** Provides relative to medical review panels

**HB 766** LIGI  **MALPRACTICE/MEDICAL** Provides relative to the Patient's Compensation Fund and its administration by the Patient's Compensation Fund Oversight Board

**HB 782** CONNICK  **CONTRACTS** Provides with respect to certain contracts for the collection and settlement of debts as the practice of law

**HB 866** ABRAMSON  **HEALTH CARE** Provides relative to informed consent for medical treatment and creates the La. Medical Disclosure Panel

**HB 910** JOHNSON  **CHILDREN/SUPPORT** Provides for child support obligations due to nonparent custodians and other third parties

**HB 922** BARRAS  **NOTARIES** Provides with respect to notaries

___________________________________________
Neil C. Abramson
CHAIRMAN